Statistics
Objective: Interpret data from bar charts and tables
Solve sum and difference problems using information
from bar charts and tables
Statistics means gathering and recording information and then presenting it in a way that
is meaningful to others.
Below is a table that shows data on how many appearances, goals and assists some of the
Southampton FC players got last year in the Premier League.

player name

appearances

goals

assists

NATHAN Redmond

38

6

4

James Ward- Prowse

26

7

0

SHANE LONG

26

5

1

DANNY INGS

24

7

2

Pierre Hojbjerg

31

4

3

Which player made the most appearances?

...................................

Which players scored the most goals?

...................................

Which player made the least assists?

...................................

What is the total number of assists for all the players?

..............................

Take away the number of appearances of Danny Ings from Nathan Redmond,
how many appearances are left?

....................................................................................
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The table above puts Southampton FC players into different categories depending on
how many appearances that they made.
Which category has 28 players?

....................................................................................
Which category has the highest numbers of players and how many players made
that amount?

....................................................................................
From the pie chart, who conceded the most goals?

............................................
From the pie chart, who conceded the least?

...........................................

angus dunn

fraser forster

alex mccarthy

harry lewis

Goals conceEded

answer sheet
Table Answers:
Which player made the most appearances?

Nathan Redmond

Which players scored the most goals?

James Ward-Prowse &
Danny Ings

Which player made the least assists?

James Ward-Prowse

What is the total number of assists for all the players?

10

Take away the number of appearances of Danny Ings
from Nathan Redmond, how many appearances are
left?

14

Graph & Pie Chart Answers:
Which category has 28 players?

0-5

Which category has the highest numbers of players
and how many players made that amount?

Category 6 -10,
40 players

From the pie chart, who conceded the most goals?

Harry Lewis

From the pie chart, who conceded the least?

Alex McCarthy

